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Tuesday, March 12, 2019
2:30 – 5:00 p.m.

Musick Peeler
624 S. Grand Avenue, Suite 2000
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
Validated Parking

Refreshments will be served following the discussion.
Please RSVP by March 6, 2019 to m.rubio@musickpeeler.com.

Release of the Second Edition of Rules of Evidence in 
International Arbitration: an Annotated Guide 
(Informa Law / Routledge, London, 2019)

Welcome and Introduction

Rules of Evidence in International Arbitration, the current state 
of matters and do we need alternative approaches?
Nathan O’Malley, Partner at Musick Peeler, Los Angeles

Roundtable discussion: Peter Durning (Latham & Watkins); 
Jeffrey R. Makin (Arent Fox); Katalin Meier (CIAC); moderated by 
Tina Cicchetti (Cicchetti Arbitration)

2:30 – 3:00 

3:00 – 3:30

3:30 – 5:00

For the past two decades, the standard procedures for the taking of evidence in international 

arbitration have developed into a generally coherent system, broadly contained in the IBA Rules on 

the Taking of Evidence in International Arbitration (1999 & 2010). In recent times, technological 

advances, increased diversity of players, and introduction of additional sets of rules, such as the 

Prague Rules, have presented new challenges. How do these recent developments impact the 

international arbitration system?

On the occasion of the publication of the Second Edition of the Rules of Evidence in International 

Arbitration, the California International Arbitration Council, together with Musick Peeler and the USC 

Gould School of Law are pleased to present an afternoon program on the intriguing topic of the 

taking of evidence in international arbitration. Young arbitration practitioners will discuss the 

current best practices in evidence taking from a common and civil law perspective. The event will 

be an ideal forum for young but also more seasoned practitioners to exchange thoughts on 

international arbitration and to enrich their network in the region.

This event will be held in conjunction with the USC/JAMS Arbitration Institute's Fourth Annual 

Symposium taking place on March 13, 2019, on Best Practices in International Arbitration.

1 General MCLE Credit available


